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estimate accurately the cost of such a cut, he will tell you I satisfied himself that the results sought t o  b e  attained I the Mississippi was being considered, the only means sup
that there is one important element of expense in the plan I could not be as well secured in a less costly way. posed by the great mass of the public to be possible was a 
which it is impossible to ascertain with any degree of accu- I When the St. Louis Bridge was to be bunt, every system canal, as in the present instance. It then required the ut
racy. He will tell you that so long as the bottom of the· of bridge construction was examined to ascertain the cheap- most efforts and most persistent arguments to induce the 
canal is kept abO'lJe the ocean level, the average rain- I est method of building it, and various modifications of the government to try the cheaper and quicker method uf solving 
fall at Panama will enable him to estimate with some plans were tried for the purpose of lessening its cost. A the difficulty by jetties. And so strong are llrejudices 
degree of certainty the probable quantity of drainage I tunnel under the river was likewise considered. The result fixed in the minds of men that it is not at all unlikely that 
water that must be taken car« of to enable the work to pro-

I 
of all these studies was the erection of the present struc- if the jetty plan had not been backed up by my proposi

gress uninterruptedl,Y. But when the ocean itself is tapped, I ture. The bridge proper, including the stone arches on tion to assume all the financial, and, I may add, the pro
as it must be in CUttIllg the canal twenty-eight feet below its I each bank of the river, but exclusive of the tunnel and ap- fessional, risk of failure, with the offer to do the work at 
surface, natural methods of drainage become impossible, and proaches, cost almost exactly $5,000,000, which was about less than the official estimates of its cost, the government 
tile quantity of water which will probably Ilnter through twenty per cent. more than the estimate for it. The actual would to day, and probably for ten years to come, be delving 
veins and fissures below the ocean level, in the uplifted and cost, however, was more than doubled by the items of in- in the swamps of Louisiana to construct a canal at a cost of 
disturbed stratification of the Cordilleras, through which terest, commission, discount, legal expenses, etc., which had three or four times greater than the jetties which to-day 
the canal is to be cut, is an unknown quantity, which en- to be paid. These items were omitted by M. ::::>e Lesseps, maintain the deepest and safest entrance into any harbor 
gineering science cannot determine in advance. and formed no part of the estimate of the cost of his canal from Maine to Mexico. Now that the cheaper and quicker 

Assume, however, that the engineering difficulties in- which he gave to the committee yesterday; and, although plan has been tried and found to be a success, it would no 
volved in the drainage of the works during construction; they cannot be properly said to be items of engineering, or more be exchanged by the public for a canal t han they 
and those inseparable from the construction' of a canal even such as can be controlled by engineers, yet the fact is would exchange the magnificent ocean steamers of to-day 
through the sickly bottom lands of the Chagres River; the that they are inseparabl« from all great works. In the case for the clipper ships of the past. If their huge sails were 
damming off of its frightful floods; the creation of a new bed of the St. Louis Bridge the three first of. these items alone seen alongside .of the smoke-pipes of a White Star, a 
for its waters; and the deepening of the old one to consti- cost the company $5,000,000, or as much as the entire cost Cunard, or an Inman steamer, they would appear as absurd as 
tute a part of the canal, can all be overcome by engineering of the bridge itself. the Fort St. Philip Car:.al scheme does when compared with 
skill, the question of expense still remains open and unde- It would be the duty of an engineer if charged with the the jetties of to-da,Y. Is it not probable that the Isthmian 
cided; nor can it be fairly answered until the work has been solution of this Isthmian problem, if untrammeled by in- canal schemes. WhICh are now absorbing so much of the 
completed. The cost of any work must always depend upon structions from his employers, to investigate every method time of the honorable committee, will appear equally ab
the number and character of the difficulties to be met and by which this barrier to commerce can be overcome. Un- surd after the completion of a ship railway? 
overcome, and the difficulties involved in the construction fortunately, every expedition which has been sent out by In conclusion, I beg to suggest that it is of the utmost 
of a tide level canal (only some of which I have mentioned) this or any other government, or individual, so far as I have importance to American commerce that it shall be enabled, 
are of such a character that it is utterly impossible to fix knowledge, looking to the transit of ships from ocean to when works upon the Isthmus are built, to receive all 
with any degree of certainty the aggregate cost of the work. ocean, has been instructed to find a )?ractical route for a benefits and advantages therefrom at the least possible ex
True, an estimate may be made, as indeed it has been, by canal, and a canal only. Yet no intellIgent engineer, who pense. It must be conceded that the capitalists, who will 
the engineers employed by M. de Lesseps. They have will divest his mind of all prejuice and take up the question control the works when built, will be entitled to realize a 
agreed upon the sum of $168,000,000 as the ultimate cost of transporting ships over the Isthmus by railway, can fail profit proportioned to the magnitude of their investment, 
of the work, exclusive of interest during construction, but to be convinced: therefore it is a question of the first moment to the American 
experience has shown that �uch estimates are quite unreli- 1st. That this method is entirely practicable. people whether the necessary means cost $250,000,000 or 
able, and are al ways much below the actual cost. I believe' 2d. That upon any route where it is possible to build a only one-quarter of that amount. 
that the estimates for the construction of the Suez Canal: canal, it is equally possible to build and equip a substantial 
were $40,000,0001 while its actual cost was upwards of' and durable ship railway for one-half the cost of a canal, if 
*90,000,000. It IS not unlikely that upon the completion: it be built with locks, and for one-quarter of its cost, if it be 
of the Panama Canal, it would be found that the money : at tide level. 
expended Wll.S, in amount, twice as much as that estimated. I 3d. That such a ship railway can be built in one-third or 

Another important question to consider in connection in one-quarter of the time needed for the construction of the 
with this matter of expen�e is that involved in the main-: canal. 
tenance of the work after it shall have been completed. 14th. '!'hat when built, ships of maximum tonnage can be 
Any onll who contemplates the proposed depth of the cut 

I 
moved with safety at four or four times greater speed on the 

through the several miles of the Cordilleras, and thinks of the I railway than in the canal. 
frightful rains and tempests which prevail during six months 1 5th. That a greater number of vessels per day can be trans
of the year, can form some faint conception. perhaps, of the I ported on the railway than would be possible through the 
amount of material which would be washed dO'Nn the sides. canal. 
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ELECTRIC RAIL WAY BRAKE. 

of this immense cut, a s  well as from all the other parts o f  16th. That the capacity of the ship railway can be easily 
the canal, and which must be continually dredged out of it, . increased to meet the demands of commerce without inter
to preserve its usefulness. ruption to its business, whether it be to meet an increase in 

The great delta at the lower end of the C hagres River is the size of the ships or in the number of them. 
formed by the alluvions contributed from the high lands. 7th. That the cost of maintenance of the roadway and 
These have been washed down from them into the river, rolling stock will be much less than that of the maintenance 
which by its current has borne them out to the sea, where of the canal. 
they have formed an immense deposit many miles in extent. 8th. That the cost of maintaining and operating the rail
Similar deposits must form in the canal from the same way, taken together, will be less than that of operating and 
caUl!le, but as it will be without sufficient current to sweep maintaining the canal. 
them out to sea, they must be removed at great cost b y  artI- 9th. That the railway can be located and successfully 
ficial means. Experience in the maintenance of work, con- operated at localities where it is not practicable tu construct 
structed through districts visited by heavy rains proves a canal. 
thal such maintenance is always attended with very large 10th. That it is possible to estimate with great accuracy 
expenditures. the cost of a ship railway, and the time needed to build 

Should the canal ever be completed, with a cross section it, because the work would be almost wholly upon the sur
as small as that proposed, and which cannot be increased ex- face of the ground, whereas the canal is strictly a hydraulic 
cept at enormous cost, and a stoppage of its traffic during construction, involving control of water and the execution 
enlargement, it will not be practicable for large ships to of works under water, or liable to be suumerged or inter
move in it at a higher speed than two or two and a half rupted by water, thus rendering anything like an accurate 
miles per hour. Ships moving through narrow channels in estimate of the time and cost of its construction an impossi
a depth of water only a foot or two in excess of their draught bility. Hence capitalists cannot know with certainty the 
are liable to take what pilots call" a sheer," or suddenly amount of money and time required, or what profit the 
change their direction, and leave the shore which they are canal will probably pay, when finally finished. 
nearest to, and bring up against the opposite one before they I am ready to establish the correctness of these proposi
can be centrolled. In a narrow channel way, if the vessel tions before the committee, and to answer any objections to 
be moving nearer to one bank than to the other, the water them which may be urged by experts or others at any 
which flows from the stem of the ship to the side nearest time. 
the shore causes an elevation of the surface of the water on My own studies have satisfied me that the lArgest loaded 
that side of the bow greater than the surface of the water· ships may be carried with perfect safety at ten or twelve 
on the other bow. The keel being too close to the bottom I miles per hour on steel rails weighing but seventy pounds 
to prevent an easy flow under it, and the water between the! per yard, the kind used on first-class railroads, and on wheels 
bow and the nearest shore being higher than that on the I which shall not impose as great a pressure u pon the rails 
other side, the bow of the ship is forced away from that· as that of the driving wheels of a first-class locomotive 
shore and brings up against the opposite bank. The more' when at rest, and that no grades need be encountered from 
rapidly the ship is moving the more likely is she to take" a I ocean to ocean on several routes greater than one per cent., 
sheer," and the more violent will be the contact with the: or 53 feet to the mile. 
ba!lk. The day before �y. recent visit to the Suez Cana�, a!. The application of the railway system to the trallsporta' 
ShIP had .been. detaIned In It twenty:-four ho,urs, by g�ttIng hon o� oc�n yessels promises more certainty of success than 
aground III thIS way. It can be readily perceIved that If the. was gIVen III favor of the application of steam on the ocean 
�a!lal were cut through ,rock, such an acci�ent wo�ld involve! before the passage of the Great Western from Liverpool to 
InJury to the vessel. fhrough the allUVIal portIon of the i New York. The present proposition is not so much of an 
canal a low.�te .of speed would also be indispensable to untried experiment as that was, because to·day vessels of a 
prevent t�e InJunous effect of the wash of the waves made. few hUndred tons burden are being transported by railroad 
by th� ShIP, I both in this country and in Europe. Forty years ago large 

W!ttle I have always been an advocate of those great 
I 

canal boats were, and I believe are yet, transported over the 
publIc improvements which are necessary to meet the Alleghenies in Pennsylvania on the Portage Railway, and 
wants of commerce, I have constantly maintained that these surely with the wonderful achievements of the past forty 
gr�at enterprises should be completed by the most econo- years before us, no intelligent man will doubt that we can 
mICal methods known, and I think that an engineer would transport skips to·day by railwav as easily as we could trans
not be justified in advising the pros(!cution of a work in- port canal boatsflYrly years ago by the same method. 
volving very large e�penditures t)f money. until hp. had Six yeare ago, whtm tlIe qllP.Rtioll of openin/? the mouth of 
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY BRAKE. 
ONE of the most recent forms of continuous brakes is that 

invented by Mr. A. C. Boothby, C. E., of Kirkaldy, N. B., 
in which apparatus the operation of the brake-blocks for re
tardiug or arresting the motion of a train is effected by 
means of electricity. For this -purpose an electric current 
is applied directly to the brake-blocks when the latter are of 
iron or steel, or to the shoes which carry the blocks, when 
wooden brake-blocks are used; the blocks or shoes, sus
pended in proximity to the revolving wheels, being con
verted into powerful electro-magnets when the br-..Ikes are to 

Fla, 2. 

be applied, are attracted to and press upon the treads of the 
wheels with a retarding force proportioned to the strength of 
the current employed. 

For the purpose of operating either the whole or any 
desired number of brake-blocks, conducting wires are led 
throughout the train. and are connected at their ends so as 
to complete the circuit. 

The electric machine employed for generating the re
quired current is by preference driven independently of the 
driving-power of the train. 

Fig. 1 represent� respectively an end elevation, and Fig. 2, 
a side elevation of a portion of the lower part of a railway 
carriage or truck to which Mr. Boothby's apparatus is 
applied. 

In these figures, the brake-block is marked A, and the 
wires for conveying the electric current from the generator 
are shown at B, B, these wires being continued in coils 
wound round soft iron cores, b, b, which are connected at 
the back by a soft iron bac-king, c. The surfaces, d, of the 
blocks which bear on the tread of the wheels are fixed to the 
cores, b, b, with a filling-piece, b, of gun-metal between them. 

Whenever an electric current is sent through the wires, B, 
B, the coils round the cores, b, b, the brake-blocks are con
verted into electro-magn ets of sufficient power to be atl racted 
to and bear upon the tread of the wheels with the force 
necessary for retarding the motion of the latter. 

The machine which generates the electricity may be a 
Gramme or Siemens machine, or other dynamo-electric 
machine capable of giving the necessary strength of cur
rent; it is placed on the locomotive. and worked by a small 
special engine supplied by steam from the boiler of the 
locomotive, the supply of steam being effected by opening 
a valve upon a steam-pipe communicating with the special 
engine. 

Thc carriage, engine, and brake-van are provided with 
communications with the steam-valve, by means of which it 
may be opened when it is required to apply the brakes. 
These connections may consist of a chain or rope extended 
throughout the train, and connected to a lever upon the 
valve. This rope or chain is so situated that it may be 
readily pulled by the guards, or by the passengers, inde
pendently of the engine driver, by means of rods connected 
with the rope and terminating in handles in or on the car
riages and brake-van, so that by pulling any rod the valve 
may be opened, and the electric machine set in action so as 
to work the brakes. 

The chain also causes the operation of the engine driving 
the electric machine, and thus applies the brakes, in the 
event of a portion of the train breaking away; this is effected 
by the valve opening by reason of the tension upon it. 

The conducting wires are formed into coils at the ends of 
eac!) carriage, so that in the event of a break-away of any 
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portion of the train, the wire becomes uncoiled sufficiently 
to prevent immediate fracture of the wires. 

For the purpose of insuring at all times and at any'part 
of the train the making of the circuit, in the event of a part 
of the train breaking away, the positive and negative wires 
in each carriage are connected together by a platinum wire, 
or other substance offering great electrical resistance. When 
the train is in its normal condition, the platinum wires, or 
their equivalents, by virtue of their high resisting power, 
prevent the passage through them of any considerable 
quantity of electricity, but in the event of the normal com· 
pletion of the circuit being destroyed, the platinum wires 
for a time make the circuit complete. Instead of the means' 
above described, dipping·bars in connection with mercury 
cups, or other mechanical devices, may be employed for 
completing the circuit, in case of a separation of any por·

I
' 

tion of the train. 

anced. and to keep the clutches apart when it is desired to I obtained from an expert skilled in practical mechanism and 
examine, test, and mark the object while running alone. I the use of this machine, the results of his experience. 
As the driving pins are liable, when pressing against the The committee highly recommend this machine to all 
arms of the object to be balanced, to produce uneven rota· : parties who have balancin� to do, and, provided the machine 
tion, the true unbalanced condition is best shown when the I can be bought at a fair prIce it must take preference over 
rotation i� continued by the momentum acquired after the I all others. 

' 
driving gear is released by the parting of the clutch. ! The above report was approved March 6, 1878, with the 

The brakes on the guard's van or on the engine and tender 
may be fitted with the ordinary hand appliances. either inde· 
pendently, or in combin ation with the electrical apparatus 
for applying the brakes. 

The brake· blocks are faced with a bearing·face, which 
can be readily removed and replaced when worn. In Fig. 
3 is shown a slightly modified fotm of brake, the parts cor· 
responding with those represented in Figs. 1 and 2. In this 
example, the cores, b, and the wires, B, are protected by a 
leather covering, f, thus obviating the cost of metal cover
ing, as shown in the other figures. 

BALANCING PULLEYS AND OTHER ROTATING 
PARTS OF MACHINERY. 

By ITHURIEL, 

ALLUSIONS have been made by writers in mechanical 
journals to a machine, made" somewhere out West," for 
the production of a "running balance." 

We will describe the apparatus and present the deduc
tions of experiments, which have been deeply interesting to 
all who have witnessed them. 

The following Report of Committee on Science and the 
Arts. of Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, January 15, i 

1878, furnishes a succinct general description: ' 
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND THE ARTS. 

No. 1107. HALL OF THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, I 
PtnLADELPHIA. January 15, i878. \ 

The Committee on Science and the Arts, constituted hy 
the Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania, to 
whom was referred for examination the device for balancing 
flywheels, pulleys, and the like, the invention of Mr. C. 
Seymour, report that the apparatus consists of a hollow 
conical base, in t.he center of which is placed a vertical 
spindle standing in a step-bearing in the base of a cone and 
passing a short distance above through a bearing at the 
apex of the cone. This spindle carries near its upper end 
above the cone a horizontal, vertically adjustable driver, or 

FIG. 9. 

Practice has shown that the point of support during rota· 
tion should be near the center of the mass. 

To balance any object, secure first the proper plug in the 
hub of the object to be balanced in such position that the 
point of support on the vertical shaft will be slightly above 
the center of gravity of the object, then rotate the same, 

yoke. provided with two carrying pins projecting upward I observing and marking the part wlJich .. runs out," and 
parallel to axis of the spindle. The upper end of the spindle finally fixing the balance by the application of plastic mate· 
is reduced to a conical point, and upon this rests the object rial in the usual way for balancing with mandrel and straight 
to be balanced, each being provided with a plug, snug� edge. 
fitting in and secured to the bored holes of the hub, and For pulleys to be run at low rates of speed, it is found 
having a central conical cavity of larger angle than the sufficient to apply but one balancing weight, but when very 
point of the spindle upon which it rests. high velocities are to be attained, this machine is well 

The vertical spindle is rotated by friction gear driven by adapted fOJ' determining all the conditions necessary to per
a horizontal shaft in a bearing in the base, provided with feet rotating balance, even at very high velocities 
belt pulleys on its onter projecting end. Experience proves that. for balancing pulleys w·hose face 

The base is firmly fixed to floor or foundation, inde· is somewhat greater than their diameter, this machine is 
pendently of the driving pulley stand, for insuring steadi- even better adapted than for pulleys of the usnal propor
ness of motion. This horizontal driving shaft is in tions, and it is also proven by the aid of this machine more 
two parts, connected by a face·plate friction clutch, and objects can be balanced in a given time than by the usual 
moved longitudinally by a counter-weighted lever, so ar· methods. 
ranged that the weight may be used to press the clntches The committee examiner! thoroughly a full-size machine 
together when it is desired to rotate the object to be bal· at the" Industrial W orks," in tbis city, set up for use and 
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recommendation of the award of the Scott Legacy Premium 
and Medal. 

A true copy. 
J. B. KNIGHT, Secretary. 

A brief allusion to tbe old method of balancing by straigbt 
edges, witb its burden of fallacies, is all tbat is n eeded to 
sbow its inadequacy. Tbin disks or wbeels. like Figs. 1, 
2,3, and 4, whetber symmetrical or not, may be brought 
approximately to a balanced condition by means of the 
straight· edge test, but it is a tantalizing approximation, and 
leaves us ulterly helpless with higb speeds; while, in treat
ing objects like Figs. 6 and 8, tbe straight edges are not 
only useless, but are as likely to contribute to error as to 
trutb. Cbordal illustrates, grapbically, the possibilities of 

i tbeir doing more barm than good, by supposing tbat a drum 
I may possess tbe properties of two pnlleys upon tbe same 
! shaft, as represented by Fig. 7. He says: .• If you bave a 

sbaft six feet long, witb a peTfectly balanced pulley on one 
end and an unbalanced pulley on the otber end, and put it 
on tbe usual straight edges, you will find weight to be needed 
somewbere. You can put it on one side of tbe good pulley 
and get your job to look perfect. It will stand still, and 
stop still, and start easy, but you know quite well tbat tbe 
pulleys are not as much balanced as before, for you bave 
destroyed tbe balance of tbe good pulley and have not 
touched tbe bad one." 

Figs. 9 and 10 represent a small experimental model, but 
wbich is lar&,e enougb to balance objects weigbing twenty 
pounds. A 18 tbe case of a macbine resting upon rubber 
feet; B, spindle of steel; C, frictional gear; F, plug in the 
bole of pulley; A' and B', balance weights in tbe rim of 
pulley. 

Fig. 11 represents a large macbine, suitable. for balancing 
ob}ects that weigb ten pounds or a tbousand pounds. It is 
drIven through tbe media of frictional gearing, frictional 

J]' 
.' : 

FIG. 10. 

clutch, double counters, and tigbt and loose pulleys, so tbat 
wben tbe object to be balanced has attained tbe desired 
speed, tbe disturbing influences of tbe motive power may be 
witbdrawn. 

In describing tbe method of balancing a pulley, we will 
leave tbe reader to infer tbe reasons for the various opera· 
tions, believing tbem to be sufficiently obvious. We place 
tbe pulley on tbe pivot of the spindle, B, Fig. 10, and, be
fore rotating, locate near tbe center of tbe rim a weight of 
about tbe size necessary to produce a standing balance'; tben 
rotate and mark upon the edge of tbe rim with chalk. If 
tbe mark occur witbin one-fourtb of the circumference of 
tbe pulley from tbe weigbt, raise tbe weight, and at the 
same time advance it toward the mark If the mark occur 
at more tban one· fourth of tbe circumference from tbe 
weight, depress the weigbt, and at the same tUne retreat 
from tbe mark. If, by these steps, tbe edge of the rim is 
reacbed by tbe weigbt, and tbe pulley still runs out, in· 
crease tbe weight, and place a counter-weigbt diametrically 
and transversely opposite, so tbat tbe relative positions of 
tbe two weigbts will be as are those of B and A, in Figs. 6 
and 7. Care must be taken at every adjustment of weigbts 
tbat a standing balance be not violated. If. upon the read· 
jnstment of the first weigbt, tbe mark occur at one· fourth 
of tbe circumference of the pulley from the weight, notbing 
more can be done witb such weigbt. but an additional weigbt 
must be placed at tbe mark. and if this second weight dis· 
turb the standing balance, locate a counter-weight, as in tbe 
first described condition. 

In balancing objects in which tbe center of magnitude is in· 
accessible by tbe pivot of the balancing machine, sucb as, 
for instance, a planer cylinder or a thrashing machine cylin. 
der, an entirely different metbod is necessary, A planer 
cylinder will sufficiently illustrate all cases. Let it be sus· 
pended in gimbals, as sbown in Fig. 12, and driven by fric· 
tional contact with tbe face plate of the pulley balancer or 
by otber convenient means. A small portion of its lengib 
sbould project above tbe gimbal pivots, C C. Bring tbe 
frictional gear, H, in contact with tbe face plate by a 
steady bearing of tbe band on tbe cross·bead, L until a suffi
cient speed of tbe cylinder is attained to throw its maximum 
amount; tben bear it slowly away from tbe face plate, and 
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